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Transport Macharis and DKV Euro Service: 
Match Made in Heaven

Brussels, 25 Mai 2018 – Starting out in the past century as a regional removal 
company, Tansport Macharis from Dendermonde, Belgium, has by now developed 
into a prominent international haulage business. Over the years the company has 
always put its trust in the expertise provided by DKV Euro Service.

From the very beginning Transport Macharis has been working together with DKV for its fuel cards and 
toll services (in Belgium and Germany). Marc Macharis states: “The transport industry is in full evolutionary 
swing. Our company too has joined the developments. To keep up with trends it is important for us to team 
up with reliable partners. DKV is one of these. Thanks to partners like DKV our record-keeping runs smoothly, 
so that as a company we are able to fully concentrate on our core business: transferring our customers’ loads 
to their destinations safely and quickly.”

Gertjan Breij, Managing Director of DKV Euro Service Benelux, is pleased with this trusted partnership  
of many years: “To us, satisfaction of our current customers is crucial long before we even start to consider 
approaching and attracting new clientele. Lasting customer satisfaction is ensured by closely keeping up with 
new developments and upholding your investments. In this respect we are very proud to be able to propose  
a future-proof EETS-box to our customers soon, named DKV BOX EUROPE. This on-board unit will comply 
with the latest demands imposed by all European member-states and may therefore be used all over Europe.”

Love2Truck
As an active supporter of the ‘Love2Truck’ campaign, DKV will these days be joining other prominent 
companies in the transport industry in a search for Belgium’s most passionate trucker. In anticipation, Peter 
Schockaert, driver for Transport Macharis and one of the eventual five finalists already has his employer’s 
full support. Marc Macharis: “Yes, of course I have voted for Peter! He has been driving trucks  
for over 25 years and puts his heart and soul in the job; visibly as 
well! He is punctual, trustworthy and has consideration for his gear 
and materials. Our customers too appreciate his passion for the job; 
this is something an employer can only value very highly. So I wish 
him best of luck in the Love2Truck campaign, and who knows he 
will turn out to be Belgium’s first most passionate trucker!”

Besides Peter Schockaert, there are 3 men and 1 other woman in 
the running for the most passionate truck driver in Belgium: Gino 
De Keuster, Nico Van Herreweghe, Kurt De Bouvre and  
Daisy Coudeville.

Go to www.love2truck.be for more information about all finalists. 
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DKV Euro Service
DKV Euro Service has been one of the most prominent service providers in commercial 
road transport and logistics for over 80 years. Ranging from cash-free service and care 
en route at more than 68,000 multi-brand acceptance points to tolls settlement and 
VAT-refunding, DKV provides countless services for cost optimisation and effective 
fleet management on Europe’s roads. DKV is part of DKV MOBILITY SERVICES Group, 
which employs ca. 930 staff and is represented in 42 countries. In 2017 the group 
realised sales in the amount of 7.2 billion euro. Currently over 3.1 million DKV CARDS 
and on-board units are being used by ca. 170,000 customers. In 2017 the DKV Card 
was awarded the Best Brand predicate in the fuel and service cards category for the 
thirteenth time in succession.

On Saturday, June 2, 
Ben Weyts, Mobility 
Minister for Flanders, 
will proclaim Belgium’s 
most passionate trucker 
during the first edition  
of the We Are Transport 
event in Brussels.


